THE ONE AND ONLY

MOBILE PIZZA WAGON
The Pizza Wagon is a self-sustaining mobile pizzeria. We offer catering
services for private parties, corporate events and community gatherings.
We arrive with only the freshest, and highest-quality
ingredients to prepare and serve your guests. Our
Italian-made, wood-burning oven allows us to cook
individual pizzas in about one minute so freshness
and quality can be assured. You can customize your

menu with traditional and gourmet pizzas for both
small parties and larger gatherings. Please call us at
610-310-6725 or email info@ilovethepizzawagon.com
to get in touch with us and design the perfect menu
built to suit all your needs for your next event.

CATERING SERVICES & COMMUNITY EVENTS

ABOUT US

The Pizza Wagon offers a unique alternative for parties, fundraisers, special
events and more. In addition to traditional catered parties, we offer our services
on an a la carte basis for offices, business parks and community events.

Our business was born out of years of restaurant, culinary and food service
experience all culminating into a unique catering concept. The idea of the Pizza
Wagon evolved from our original idea to have a wood-burning oven in our
backyard. Pizza became a family passion. We experimented with different
flavors, tastes and ingredients – and refining the perfect recipe for our dough.

Consider the Pizza Wagon as a unique offering for seasonal festivals, fairs
and other community gatherings.

BUSINESS LUNCHES
The Pizza Wagon is available to come to your office or business park and offer
freshly prepared, wood-fired pizzas for individual purchase. With a minimum
number of employees, there is absolutely no cost to the hosting business. All
preparation and service is conducted from the Pizza Wagon, outside of the office
and without interruption to your business. We also offer a bundled lunch that
includes a personal pizza of your choice and a beverage.
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We envisioned the oven as the centerpiece of our backyard entertaining,
allowing friends and family to enjoy the pizzas we were creating and perfecting.
As we began investigating ovens, we soon realized that a mobile brick oven
would enable us to bring our brick oven pizza to your home, business, or event,
as well. Thus, the Pizza Wagon was born.
As a small, owner-operated business, we take great pride in our work and are
committed to ensuring an exceptional experience for our customers.
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